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 VeloTrainerVeloTrainerVeloTrainerVeloTrainer    

Show Show Show Show chordschordschordschords    ttttabababab, , , , Your Your Your Your oooown text menuwn text menuwn text menuwn text menu    

 Start the training software VeloTrainer and click on the Show chords tab, Your own 
text menu. 

This tab in the training software is to 
show pictures of the Veyboard chords. 
You can also use this tab as a sort of 
scratch block to practice with the 
newly learned chords (menu Your own 
text). In addition, this tab shows you 
which Veyboard strokes you should 
enter to form specific characters, 
syllables or words. You can see this tab 
as a reference guide answering 
questions such as ‘What was that 
keystroke again?’ or ‘Am I typing in this 
word efficiently?’ Do try using it, you 
might find it very useful as an extra 
support. 

The Show chords tab, menu Your own text consists of various parts. You can move across 
the separate parts with your mouse in order to see Tooltips18, which show you the 
functions of all the separate parts. 
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 VeloTrainerVeloTrainerVeloTrainerVeloTrainer    

Show Show Show Show chordschordschordschords    tab, Getting started with Veyboard menutab, Getting started with Veyboard menutab, Getting started with Veyboard menutab, Getting started with Veyboard menu    

 Stay on the Show chords tab, but 
now move to the Getting started 
with Veyboard menu. On this 
screen you will be shown how to 
make the Veyboard chords dealt 
with in any particular chapter. 
Click on the left-hand column on 
the maps shown below 1. Within 
the maps the relevant chords are 
marked by small bullet points. By 
clicking on a bullet point you see 
the corresponding Veyboard 
chord highlighted on the 
Veyboard image. The little black 
boxes indicate which keys need to be pressed to achieve the relevant chord. Have 
a look at the various chords dealt with in the particular chapter you are looking at. 
 

 Stay on the Show chords tab, but now move to the Your own text menu. Practice 
here for yourself the chords dealt with in that particular chapter. Build up the chords 
finger by finger and say out loud what you do with each finger to achieve which 
result (action). Once you think you know the Veyboard chords automatically and that 
you press them in correctly, you may move onto the exercises of the Trainer tab. 

TrainerTrainerTrainerTrainer    tab, Getting tab, Getting tab, Getting tab, Getting sssstarted with Veyboard menutarted with Veyboard menutarted with Veyboard menutarted with Veyboard menu    

 Click on the Trainer tab and then on the Getting started with Veyboard menu. 
 
You will probably use this tab most: in it 
are included the Getting started with 
Veyboard chapters and exercises 
related to the newly learned chords for 
each chapter, always arranged from 
simple to more complex: 

 
• Training new chords as isolated items. 
• Training new chords combined in 

syllables and words. 
• Training new chords combined in 

syllables and words with previously 
learned chords (everything so far). 
 



Unique in this training software is the constantly changing order and content of each 
exercise when repeated. 

 
 Select Exercise 1.1 from the menu in the upper right corner. 

Exercise 1.1:Exercise 1.1:Exercise 1.1:Exercise 1.1: letters fromletters fromletters fromletters from    the home positionthe home positionthe home positionthe home position    

The Trainer tab meant for the training of isolated Veyboard chords consists of various 
sections. You can point to each section with the mouse to see the Tooltips27272727, which 
explain their functions. 

Settings for the Settings for the Settings for the Settings for the TrainerTrainerTrainerTrainer    tabtabtabtab    
Before you start training, you first need to select the correct settings for the exercise. The 
most important one is speed setting, in other words the number of characters per minute. 
If you omit to fill this in, the following stroke will only appear after you have typed in the 
present stroke correctly28. Initially, when you are not yet very familiar with the chords, it 
would actually be useful not to enter a speed as you can then fully concentrate on an 
errorless performance of the chord, without having to worry about your speed. Once you 
master the chords slightly better, you can start training on your speed as well by 
selecting the required speed setting in that field. In this case the chords will appear at 
the speed which you have set. Chords that have not been executed fast enough will be 
counted as wrong. 

 You click on the Start button to start off the exercise selected. You then type in the 
characters shown on the Veyboard image; this is how you practice the chords 
learned. You never know in advance which character (combination) will appear. 
Make sure to stop the exercise yourself once it is finished by pressing the Stop button. 

Before starting an exercise you can choose the option Show chords in Veyboard. This 
serves as a support enabling you to see which keys are to be pressed on the Veyboard 
to obtain the required result. Please note that you need to practice both left-hand and 
right-hand keys, even if you do not click on this option. 

The options Show progress and Show errors in progress bar only have influence on the 
line situated just over the buttons. These options will show the number of completed 
characters, the number of incorrect characters and the number of characters still 
coming, either graphically or as text. 

Practice shows that every user has his or her own preferred settings in this. The advice is to 
try them out and choose what suits you best. You may of course change settings in-
between exercises, but can not do so during the course of an exercise. 



 Select Exercise 1.2 from the menu in the top right-hand corner. 

Exercise 1.2:Exercise 1.2:Exercise 1.2:Exercise 1.2: syllables withsyllables withsyllables withsyllables with    the home positionthe home positionthe home positionthe home position    

You will see a change taking place in the 
Trainer tab; new settings have been 
added and the progress bar below has 
been replaced by a second text box. 
Using your mouse you can point at the 
different sections to see the Tooltips. 

The top text box will show the text that 
needs to be typed. 

If you do not enter the speed setting in 
Characters per minute, all syllables will 
appear at once, enabling you to practice 
them at your own pace. If you do set the 

speed, the text will appear in a particular rhythm. This point, just like that of settings that 
only function when a particular speed has been selected, will be discussed in Chapter 2. 

The text box at the bottom will show the text typed in by you. Only the option Show errors 
in text affects this text box. If you click on this option, the words typed in incorrectly are 
marked in the text box below. You are advised to ignore errors if you see them while 
typing. You can check the errors, and type the correct text, after the exercise. 

TrainerTrainerTrainerTrainer    tabtabtabtab,,,,    RRRResultesultesultesult    
At the end of the exercise, if you press the Stop button, the result of the completed 
exercise will appear in the box on the right-hand side: 
• Character count refers to the number of characters (i.e. including spaces) typed in 

by you. 
• Total time refers to the time you spent on the exercise, from the moment you pressed 

the Start button to when you completed your last stroke. 
• Speed refers to the number of characters divided by the total time. This is shown as 

characters per minute, including spaces. 
• Error count refers to the number of characters typed (not words!) that did not 

correspond with the source text. There may be several errors in one word. Extra 
spaces at the beginning or end of the text are also counted as incorrect, as well as 
words that you skipped. 

• Error percentage refers to the number of errors divided by the number of strokes. 

The result of each completed exercise (including any errors) is saved. At a later stage 
statistics drawn from the results will appear on the tab Analyze speed and Analyze errors. 
If you do not wish a result to be saved (for instance because you were distracted during 
the exercise) you can press the Cancel button instead of the Stop button; this can also 
be done during the exercise. The result will still appear, but the data on speed and error 



analysis will not be saved. You still have the option of redoing the exercise and then 
pressing the Stop button if you want a result for that exercise to be saved. For more 
information on the Analyze errors tab please refer to Chapter 3. The Analyze speed tab 
will be discussed in Chapter 12. 

 Please note that after each syllable a new space will be added automatically. This is 
one of the Veyboard rules that can speed up your typing. See also 1.5. 

 

 

 



 

 

 VeloTrainerVeloTrainerVeloTrainerVeloTrainer    

 Select Exercise 1.3 from the list in the top right-hand corner of the menu. 

In the last exercise of this chapter you will be typing words that can be created using the 
keys of the home position. These exercises are automatically selected at random from a 
list of some 200,000 words, so that the content of the exercise is different every time. 

 A space could appear automatically with the first stroke of an exercise. To counter 
this we recommend that, after pressing the Start button, you press the NO SPACE key 
together with your first stroke. 

Exercise 1.3:Exercise 1.3:Exercise 1.3:Exercise 1.3: words words words words withwithwithwith    the home positionthe home positionthe home positionthe home position    

ConfigurationConfigurationConfigurationConfiguration    tab, tab, tab, tab, adjusting the VeloTrainer to your personal preferencesadjusting the VeloTrainer to your personal preferencesadjusting the VeloTrainer to your personal preferencesadjusting the VeloTrainer to your personal preferences    
You have acquainted yourself with the Show chords and Trainer tabs. On these you can 
adjust the following items to your personal preference: 
• size of the text field and of the Veyboard image; 
• font (size, color, style and typecast) within the text field; 
• the way in which the syllables and faults are marked in the text field; 
• whether, and how to show on the Veyboard which finger to use for a key and 



• whether to show what the home position of the fingers is and which fingers press 
which keys. 
 

 Words such as ‘add’ and ‘djinn’ might also occur in this exercise. With the Veyboard 
you type in syllables, but the dd has no key combination that can be typed in one 
stroke. A word such as add is therefore typed in two strokes: 
ad + -d. A word such as djinn is typed in three strokes: d- +jin + -n. See Appendix 2 
for more combinations that cannot be entered in one stroke. 
 

 
    
Adjusting the size of the textAdjusting the size of the textAdjusting the size of the textAdjusting the size of the text    field and the Veyboard field and the Veyboard field and the Veyboard field and the Veyboard imageimageimageimage 
In order to change the size of the text field (and along with it the Veyboard image), you 
move your mouse to the bottom or top edge of the text field. The mouse pointer then 
changes from the normal single arrow to a double pointed arrow (i.e. top and bottom). 
Then left click the mouse and drag the bottom edge of the text field. If you drag 
upwards, the text field will become smaller and the Veyboard image larger. If you drag 
downwards, the text field will become larger and the Veyboard image smaller. You can 
even make one of the text fields of the Veyboard image disappear completely and. Use 
the same procedure to bring a field back. 
    
Changing font in the text fieldChanging font in the text fieldChanging font in the text fieldChanging font in the text field 
In order to change the font, you use the Configuration tab. At the top of this tab you will 
find settings for three kinds of fonts: 
 
• Normal: which is used for sample texts as well as text you type in yourself. 
• Highlight: which is used to mark the next syllable to be typed in sample text (under 

Show chords in text). 
• Error which is used to mark which words are incorrectly typed in text typed by you 

(under Show errors in text). 
 
You can change these by clicking on the corresponding Select… button. A small window 
will appear in which font style (for instance Arial), size (for instance 12), effects (for 
instance boldboldboldbold) as well as foreground and background color can be selected. You are 
advised to use the same font style and size for all three font types. 
        



ColorColorColorColor----coded finger positioning on the coded finger positioning on the coded finger positioning on the coded finger positioning on the Veyboard imageVeyboard imageVeyboard imageVeyboard image    
On the Configuration tab you can opt for being shown each finger in a different color, in 
correspondence with the color card (see also ‘Introduction’). After selecting an option, 
always look at the effect it has on the Veyboard image in the Show chords and/or 
Trainer tabs. Experiment with the various options and find out which you prefer. 

Other options on the Configuration tab will be dealt with in later chapters. 

  


